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Just a few things about us, Gerald
Lassen has always been a
entrepreneur and from school days
started looking at how to earn money,
After school started working for Telkom
and in 1996 started my 1st business
working from home, with lots ups and
down and believe me I have learned
lots of lessons. In 2015 I was introduced
to the crypto currency space and
everything changed.
Hi I am Liz Reyneke-Lassen,
Professional & Masters Makeup Artist Educator and the Author of my own
published makeup book. Won various
awards on this platform. Im also
qualified TPM Counsellor.
I got introduced properly to crypto
currency space after marrying my
husband Gerald Lassen.

CONTACT
PHONE:
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https://www.facebook.com/gerald.la
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Misdiamonds1996@gmail.com

HOW THIS ALL GOT STARTED
I Gerald was introduced to Mirror Trading International Pty Ltd (MTI) in 2019
October merely to Grow my Bitcoin as an investor. At that stage I was not
looking for anything more than to be an investor.
However, I did introduce a few friends…
I had a few friends that I new had Bitcoin and I asked a friend of mine to see
them on my behalf as I were on my way to JHB to get married in November
2019. And unaware what is happening in MTI club, and after we moved in our
new home in Cape Town, my friend reminded me of my investment in MTI.
After settling in and the excitement worn a bit down, then only I could manage
to study the plan in MTI. This was one of the best decisions in our lives. We
immediately worked on a strategy to help as many people as we can to grow
their MTI business and add investors to the Club.
Working consistently & with determination to help everyone in MTI Club we
managed to see new members on a day to day basis, with some days about 40
people for the day. Yes, working hard and smart as our motto, our team grew
astonishing in total of 1127 by 2020.03.27. Then the National lockdown surprised
us all and we had to alter our strategy from seeing people in coffee shops or at
the Strand Offices, to daily online presentations on “whats-up” or Zoom calls. We
embraced the lockdown process with a lot of zeal and we literally grew to (with
our 90 days strategy plans ) 2020.04.29 to 2470 members & investors, and now
on the 2020.08.12 over 14 000 and still growing rapidly every day.
We sincerely thank the team for all their hard work and dedication. And to every
investor in MTI to advance this to best business opportunity ever, even if you
invested from as little as $10 worth of Bitcoin, we love you and we are here to
help everyone to grow in MTI.
MTI is now paying us well over 1 BTC per month in the 3 Bonus income streams
and we are now able to help others do the same, So thank you to the support
team, the team working behind the scenes to make MTI a big success and a
special thank you to Johann Steynberg for your impeccable business acumen,
building Mirror Trading International Pty Ltd into a profitable platform where
everyone wins!! We salute you.
Greetings
Gerald & Liz Lassen

